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The catalytic diversity of zeolites: confinement and
solvation effects within voids of molecular dimensions

Rajamani Gounder and Enrique Iglesia*

The ability of molecular sieves to control the access and egress of certain reactants and products and to

preferentially contain certain transition states while excluding others based on size were captured as

shape selectivity concepts early in the history of zeolite catalysis. The marked consequences for reactivity

and selectivity, specifically in acid catalysis, have since inspired and sustained many discoveries of novel

silicate frameworks and driven the engineering of hierarchical structures and void size to influence

catalysis. The catalytic diversity of microporous voids is explored and extended here in the context of

their solvating environments, wherein voids act as hosts and stabilize guests, whether reactive

intermediates or transition states, by van der Waals forces. We use specific examples from acid catalysis,

including activation of C–C and C–H bonds in alkanes, alkylation and hydrogenation of alkenes,

carbonylation of dimethyl ether, and elimination and homologation reactions of alkanols and ethers,

which involve transition states and adsorbed precursors of varying size and composition. Mechanistic

interpretations of measured turnover rates enable us to assign precise chemical origins to kinetic and

thermodynamic constants in rate equations and, in turn, to identify specific steps and intermediates

that determine the free energy differences responsible for chemical reactivity and selectivity. These free

energy differences reflect the stabilization of transition states and their relevant precursors via

electrostatic interactions that depend on acid strength and van der Waals interactions that depend on

confinement within voids. Their respective contributions to activation free energies are examined by

Born–Haber thermochemical cycles by considering plausible transition states and the relevant

precursors. These examples show that zeolite voids solvate transition states and precursors differently,

and markedly so for guest moieties of different size and chemical composition, thus enabling voids of a

given size and shape to provide the ‘‘right fit’’ for a given elementary step, defined as that which

minimizes Gibbs free energies of activation. Tighter confinement is preferred at low temperatures

because enthalpic gains prevail over concomitant entropic losses, while looser fits are favored at high

temperatures because entropy gains offset losses in enthalpic stabilization. Confinement and solvation

by van der Waals forces are not directly involved in the making or breaking of strong chemical bonds;

yet, they confer remarkable diversity to zeolites, in spite of their structural rigidity and their common

aluminosilicate composition. A single zeolite can itself contain a range of local void environments, each

with distinct reactivity and selectivity; as a result, varying the distribution of protons among these

locations within a given framework or modifying a given location by partial occlusion of the void space

can extend the range of catalytic opportunities for zeolites. Taken together with theoretical tools that

accurately describe van der Waals interactions between zeolite voids and confined guests and with

synthetic protocols that place protons or space-filling moieties at specific locations, these concepts

promise to broaden the significant impact and catalytic diversity already shown by microporous solids.

1. Introduction

Zeolites are microporous crystalline inorganic oxides used
widely as solid Brønsted acid catalysts to mediate chemical

reactions relevant in the synthesis of fuels, energy carriers, and
petrochemicals.1–5 Reactive intermediates and transition states
involved in the elementary steps that mediate acid-catalyzed
reactions are cationic species stabilized by electrostatic and
covalent interactions with the conjugate anions of the acid sites.
These species are also stabilized by non-specific van der Waals
interactions when the confining microporous oxide structures
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are of molecular dimensions (oB2 nm). Thus, zeolitic active
sites are defined both by the hydroxyl groups that act as
Brønsted acids and by surrounding microporous cavities
(Scheme 1) that solvate confined species involved in catalytic
cycles. In spite of their modest conformational flexibility and
limited compositional diversity, zeolitic active sites resemble in
structure and function the active sites in biological catalysts,
which consist of catalytic centers held within pockets lined with
amino acid residues that solvate substrates and transition
states largely via non-covalent interactions.6–8 Here, we discuss
how electrostatic and dispersion forces depend on zeolite
void structure and composition and how they stabilize con-
fined transition states and intermediates and, in this manner,
influence the dynamics of elementary steps within catalytic
sequences.

We begin in Section 2 by providing evidence that active sites
in microporous aluminosilicates are similar in acid strength
but are remarkably diverse in void structure and in their
solvation of confined species through van der Waals inter-
actions. In Sections 3 and 4, we interpret turnover rates for
several elimination and addition reactions of organic molecules
using mechanism-derived rate equations, which rigorously
assign chemical significance to measured rate constants and
allow describing the dynamics of chemical reactions using free
energy differences between the kinetically-relevant transition
states and the relevant reactive intermediates. These examples
show that zeolites influence catalytic rates or selectivities when
a transition state is solvated differently than the relevant
reactive intermediates or than any other transition states,
respectively. We conclude by discussing strategies that seek to

design or select zeolites differing in catalytic function as a
result of the solvation properties of their confining voids, which
contrast and complement alternate approaches that do so
based solely on heuristic size exclusion principles.

2. Zeolitic active sites: the effects of void
structure on acid strength and solvation
properties

Structural and compositional differences among active sites in
zeolites reflect concomitant differences in either the acid sites
or the voids that confine them (Scheme 1). Brønsted acid sites
differ in composition and strength when framework Si atoms
are replaced by different trivalent cations (e.g., Al, Fe, Ga, B);9

among zeolites, which are strictly aluminosilicates, acid sites
differ in local structure and geometric arrangement when
Al atoms are present at different crystallographically-distinct
framework tetrahedral sites (T-sites).10,11 Intrazeolite void
volumes relevant in descriptions of the catalytic behavior of
these acid sites depend on both the steric constraints enforced
by the crystalline framework and on the spatial requirements or
‘‘activation volume’’12 for a given chemical reaction. These
structural and compositional heterogeneities cause differences
in the free energies of confined intermediates and transition
states, leading to catalytic rates and selectivities that vary
among zeolite frameworks and even among different void
locations that exist within a single framework.

2.1. Acid strength and its weak dependence on void structure
for isolated sites in aluminosilicates

The electrostatic stabilization of intermediates and transition
states depends on acid strength to an extent that reflects the
amount and diffuseness of their positive charge.13,14 Brønsted
acid strength is rigorously expressed as the deprotonation
energy (DPE), defined as the energy required to separate a
proton (H+) from the conjugate base (XO�) to non-interacting
distances. These DPE values are accessible to density functional
theory (DFT) calculations for acids of known structure. DPE
values for zeolitic acids are estimated imprecisely by available
DFT methods that treat solids as periodic structures, in spite of
the well-defined atomic arrangements in such materials; they
are estimated more precisely by combined quantum mecha-
nical and interatomic potential calculations (QM-Pot), which
account for long-range electrostatic interactions in periodic

Scheme 1 Two-dimensional representation of a zeolitic active site, comprised
of Brønsted acid sites that are similar in acid strength and of confining void
environments that vary in size and topology.
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structures more accurately than DFT methods alone.15 DPE
values do not depend on the stability of the base that ultimately
accepts the proton in a given catalytic sequence and thus reflect
solely the properties of the solid acid.

In contrast with DPE values, interaction enthalpies of bases
with protons are inaccurate probes of acid strength because
they depend on electrostatic stabilization of the ion-pair,16

which is influenced by charge delocalization within the proto-
nated base, and on van der Waals stabilization of the proto-
nated base by the confining voids,17,18 which depends on their
respective sizes. These inaccuracies are evident in pyridine
adsorption enthalpies that are more negative in smaller
H-MFI channels (�200 � 5 kJ mol�1; B0.55 nm void diameter)
than in larger H-FAU supercages (�180 � 5 kJ mol�1; B1.3 nm
void diameter),19 in spite of their similar DPE values estimated
by QM-Pot methods.15 They are also evident in the similar
adsorption enthalpies of ammonia (�145 � 5 kJ mol�1

for both) and pyridine (�200 and �195 � 5 kJ mol�1,
respectively)17,20 on H+ sites of different strength in Al- and
Fe-substituted MFI zeolites (DPE values are higher in Fe-MFI
by >20 kJ mol�1).21–23 NH3 adsorption at isolated framework
Al sites in zeolites has been simulated using grand canonical
ensemble Monte Carlo (GCMC) methods that treat atomic
interaction potentials as additive Lennard-Jones and coulombic
potentials.24 These treatments have shown that electrostatic
interactions between NH3 and OH groups are similar in
FAU, FER, MFI and MOR, but that confinement of NH3

within these voids cause differences in adsorption energies
(up to B20 kJ mol�1).24 The similar NH3 protonation energies
on isolated zeolitic acid sites,24 together with measured turn-
over rates of n-C6H14 cracking on MFI25–27 and of iso-C8H18

cracking on FAU28,29 that were also unaffected by Al framework
density, led to inferences about the similar strength of isolated
protons among zeolites of very diverse void structures in the
early literature.

The definition of DPE implies that acid strength differences
must reflect differences in stability between XO–H species and
the deprotonated conjugate anions (XO�). The stability of
deprotonated conjugate anions in zeolites reflect the ability of
[AlO4]� tetrahedra in various framework structures and T-sites
to accept and delocalize the negative charge. QM-Pot calcula-
tions show that conjugate anion structures are nearly identical
in energy (within 5 kJ mol�1) among the four distinct Al T-sites
in MOR.30 DPE values vary over a slightly wider range than
[AlO4]� stabilities because they also reflect the stabilities of
covalent XO–H bonds; yet, they are similar among the different
T-sites in CHA (within B6 kJ mol�1),31 MFI (within B10 kJ mol�1)32

and MOR (within B18 kJ mol�1).30 DPE values for the most
stable T-site locations in different aluminosilicates are also
similar (within B30 kJ mol�1; CHA, FAU, MFI, MOR)30 and fall
within a narrower range than those for silica frameworks
substituted with Al, B, Fe, or Ga heteroatoms, which vary by
more than 80 kJ mol�1.21–23,33 QM-Pot calculations show that
DPE values for FAU zeolites (1161–1166 kJ mol�1) are essen-
tially independent of Al framework density and increase only
when another Al atom is present at next nearest neighbor
locations (1177–1247 kJ mol�1).34 Also, DPE values among

zeolitic acid sites do not correlate with Si–O–Al bond angles30,32

or O–H bond lengths,31 or with spectroscopic signatures, such
as OH infrared vibrational frequencies31 or 1H NMR chemical
shifts.30,32 Thus, differences in local structure do not seem
to significantly influence the delocalization of the negative
charge at [AlO4]� tetrahedra isolated within an insulating
SiO2 framework.

In contrast with high-silica zeolites of similar acid strength
(DPE B1170–1200 kJ mol�1),30 Keggin-type tungsten polyoxo-
metalate (POM) clusters (H8�nXn+W12O40; H8�nXW) contain
acid sites that are stronger and more diverse in strength
(DPE B1050–1150 kJ mol�1),35,36 in part, because the conjugate
anions of reducible oxides with semiconducting properties
can delocalize negative charge more effectively than those of
insulating oxides.37 DPE values for W-based POM clusters
increase systematically (1067–1143 kJ mol�1)38 with decreasing
central atom valence (S6+, P5+, Si4+, Al3+, Co2+) and with the
concomitant increase in the number of charge-balancing pro-
tons. Moreover, DPE values of residual H+ sites on H3PW
(1087 kJ mol�1) increase upon the protonation of adsorbed
species (B1090–1175 kJ mol�1), which requires the delocaliza-
tion of additional negative charge left behind within conjugate
anions upon proton transfer.36 Thus, residual acid sites weaken
(and DPE values increase) in response to the presence of other
protons or protonated species on semiconducting oxide
clusters, resulting in 2-butanol protonation enthalpies that
become less negative with increasing DPE (Fig. 1).36 Although
W-based POM acids (DPE B 1050–1150 kJ mol�1)35,36 are stronger
than high-silica zeolitic acids (DPE B 1170–1200 kJ mol�1)34

when their surfaces are uncovered, POM acids become com-
paratively weaker at high adsorbate coverages because more
negative charge in conjugate anions becomes delocalized
throughout the POM cluster. We conclude that the insulating
properties of silica frameworks cause acid strength, and its
effect on the electrostatic stabilization of ion-pairs at isolated

Fig. 1 2-Butanol adsorption enthalpies on Keggin-type tungsten polyoxometalate
clusters as a function of DPE, which varies with central atom (m; S6+, P5+, Si4+, Al3+)
and in the presence of other adsorbed bases (K; H2O, 2-C4H9OH, pyridine,
2,6-di-tert-butylpyridine). Data originally reported by Janik et al.36
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[AlO4]� centers, to vary only weakly among different zeolites
and among different T-sites within a given framework. Yet, as
we discuss next, the structural and topological diversity of
microporous voids, and their effects on the solvation of con-
fined species, confer significant catalytic diversity to highly
siliceous acidic zeolites.

2.2. Solvation properties and their strong dependence on the
confining void structure

The catalytic differences among isolated protons at various
framework locations reflect predominantly the structural
differences of the local confining voids, which stabilize mole-
cules by van der Waals forces, and of the connecting apertures,
which control the access and egress of reactants and products.
The extent to which guest molecules are solvated by confining
voids reflects, in turn, the number of host–guest contacts and
the strength of the van der Waals interactions between them,
which depends on the chemical identity of the atoms and
functional groups in the guest complexes and on their dis-
tances from the framework oxygens in the host voids. Attractive
van der Waals interactions between lone pairs in framework oxygens
and polarizable electron clouds in inert gases (e.g., Ar, Xe)39–42

strengthen as the confining space becomes smaller (until
molecules no longer fit and Pauli repulsion dominates),
causing perturbations in 129Xe NMR chemical shifts and in Ar
adsorption energies. Adsorption enthalpies become more nega-
tive for hydrocarbons,43–50 alkanols,51–53 and ammonia24 with
decreasing void size and increasing molecular size (again, up to
the point of size exclusion), as shown in Fig. 2 for C3H8

adsorbed in channels of H-FER (B0.40–0.46 nm diameter),
H-MFI (B0.51–0.63 nm diameter) and H-MOR (B0.70 nm
diameter; 12-MR channels).44–46 These stronger van der Waals
interactions also lead to more negative adsorption entropies
(Fig. 2), because of the ubiquitous compensation between
enthalpies and entropies, brought forth by the loss of mobility

as confinement becomes tighter and the host–guest contacts
become more effective.45,46,48,50,54

The effects of confinement on the enthalpies and entropies
of stable molecules also influence those of transient species
along reaction coordinates, such as the ion-pair transition
states that mediate acid-catalyzed reactions. Monomolecular
alkane activation (Scheme 2) involves the quasi-equilibrated
adsorption of gaseous alkanes (A) on intrazeolitic protons
without charge transfer44–46 (Kads; alkane adsorption equili-
brium constant), followed by the kinetically-relevant proto-
nation of alkane C–C or C–H bonds (kint; intrinsic rate
constant) in cracking or dehydrogenation events, respectively.
These reactions prevail on zeolitic acids at high temperatures
(>623 K) and low pressures of alkane reactants and alkene
products.55 Such conditions lead to dilute intrazeolite alkane
concentrations (CA(z)) and to sparsely covered H+ sites,56 and
alkane activation turnover rates (per H+) that are first-order in
alkane pressure (PA):

r = kintCA(z) = kintKadsPA = kmeasPA (1)

where kmeas is the measured first-order rate constant. The
normalization of alkane activation turnover rates (eqn (1)) by
either the reactant concentration within zeolitic voids (CA(z)) or
the extrazeolite gaseous reactant pressure (PA) give kint and
kmeas values, respectively:

kint = r/CA(z) (2)

kmeas = r/PA (3)

These thermodynamic (Kads) and kinetic (kint, kmeas) con-
stants reflect Gibbs free energy differences between the reac-
tants, intermediates and transition states depicted in Scheme 2.
The solvation properties of voids, which do not influence the
free energy of protons DGo

HþZ�
� �

, influence Kads values only via

free energy differences between confined (DGo
A(z)) and gaseous

alkanes (DGo
A(g)) (Scheme 2):

Kads ¼ exp � DGo
AðzÞ � DGo

AðgÞ � DGo
HþZ�

� �.
RT

� �
(4)

Similarly, solvation properties influence kint and kmeas via
free energy differences between confined transition states
(DGo

‡) and either confined or gaseous alkanes, respectively
(Scheme 2):

kint = (kBT/h) exp(�(DGo
‡ � DGo

A(z))/RT) (5)

kmeas ¼ ðkBT=hÞ exp � DGo
‡ � DGo

AðgÞ � DGo
HþZ�

� �.
RT

� �
(6)

Intrinsic and measured alkane activation rate constants
(eqn (5) and (6)) reflect the free energy of the same con-
fined transition state relative to that of either a confined or
an unconfined alkane in DGint and DGmeas, respectively
(Scheme 2).56

The free energy differences in eqn (4)–(6) can be dissected
into their enthalpy and entropy components to give corre-
sponding differences among enthalpies and entropies of gas-
eous or confined alkanes and monomolecular transition states.
Intrinsic (Eint) and measured (Emeas) activation energies reflect

Fig. 2 Adsorption enthalpies and entropies for propane reported by Eder et al.44–46

on H-FER (8-MR channels), H-MFI (10-MR channels) and H-MOR (12-MR channels)
and estimated for 8-MR H-MOR side pockets (details in Section 3.2).
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the enthalpy of confined transition states relative to that of
confined or unconfined alkanes, respectively. These two activa-
tion energies differ by the alkane adsorption enthalpy (DHads):

Emeas = Eint + DHads (7)

As we discuss next, Born–Haber thermochemical cycles can
separate these activation barriers into enthalpy differences that
independently reflect reactant and catalyst properties,57,58 thus
allowing changes in Eint and Emeas values with alkane and
zeolite structure to be ascribed to changes in specific steps
within the thermochemical cycle and to the underlying effects
of acid strength and solvation on these steps. These rigorous
thermochemical cycle formalisms provide insights about how
electrostatic and van der Waals forces stabilize cationic transi-
tion states and uncharged reactants in monomolecular alkane
activation catalytic sequences.

2.3. Thermochemical cycles: interpreting the effects of acid
strength and solvation on monomolecular alkane activation
barriers

Scheme 3 shows a thermochemical cycle that relates measured
activation energies for monomolecular alkane activation to the
individual energies of its elementary steps (Scheme 2) and to
those for hypothetical steps that connect reactants with the
kinetically-relevant transition state. After deprotonation of the
acid, the gaseous proton is placed at a C–C (or C–H) bond in a
gaseous alkane to form the gaseous analog of the cationic
transition state formed in cracking (or dehydrogenation) steps.

The proton affinities (PA) of C–C and C–H bonds in alkanes
correspond to the energies of proton addition to form loosely-
bound van der Waals complexes, in which the neutral fragment
(the smaller alkane or the H2 product in cracking or dehydro-
genation, respectively) and the carbenium ion interact.59–62

These gaseous complexes structurally resemble the late ion-
pair transition states found in theoretical studies of mono-
molecular cracking and dehydrogenation of C2–C4 alkanes on
small zeolite clusters (3–5 T-atoms).63–66 In the final step of this
thermochemical cycle, gaseous transition state analogs become
confined within zeolite voids, where they are stabilized by
electrostatic interactions with the conjugate [AlO4]� anions
and by van der Waals interactions with framework oxygens;
their combined effects give the stabilization energy (Estab).
Emeas and Eint values are given by the sum of energies for
the hypothetical steps in the thermochemical cycle (Scheme 3)
that connect the relevant alkane precursor and the transi-
tion state:

Eint = DPE + PA + Estab (8)

Emeas = DPE + PA + Estab � DHads (9)

In this cycle (Scheme 3), DPE values depend only on catalyst
properties, PA values depend only on reactant properties,
Estab values depend on properties of both catalysts and transi-
tion states, and DHads values depend on catalyst and reactant
properties.

Measured and intrinsic monomolecular cracking barriers67

and adsorption enthalpies45,46 of C3–C6 n-alkanes on H-MFI are

Scheme 2 Reaction scheme for monomolecular alkane activation (shown for C3H8 using transition state theory formalism), involving quasi-equilibrated alkane
adsorption from the gas phase (g) onto Brønsted acid sites (H–OZ) located within zeolite voids (z), and kinetically-relevant cracking or dehydrogenation steps mediated
by carbonium-ion-like transition states (C3H9

+). Gibbs free energy versus reaction coordinate diagram for alkane cracking shows that measured (kmeas) and intrinsic
(kint) rate constants reflect free energy differences between the same confined transition state and either unconfined (DGmeas) or confined alkane reactants (DGint).
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shown in Fig. 3. These Emeas values were determined from the
temperature dependence of the total cracking rate of each
reactant, given by the sum of individual C–C bond cracking rates.
Thus, these Emeas values are reactivity-weighted and predomi-
nantly reflect cracking of central C–C bonds (in C4+ n-alkanes);
for example, turnover rates (per C–C bond; 773 K) of n-C6H14

cracking on H-MFI are larger by factors of B5 for central than for
terminal C–C bonds.67 Differences in reactivity-weighted Emeas

values for different n-alkanes on the same zeolite, for which DPE
terms cancel rigorously in eqn (8), therefore reflect solely the
differences in reactivity-weighted PA and Estab values.

Emeas values for cracking of C3–C6 n-alkanes on H-MFI vary
over a wide range (105–155 kJ mol�1)67 and decrease mono-
tonically with increasing alkane carbon number (B15 kJ mol�1

per CH2 group; Fig. 3). Gas-phase reaction enthalpies of proton-
mediated n-alkane cracking to form a smaller alkane and
carbenium-ion, which corresponds to the protonation step in
the thermochemical cycle (Scheme 3), are similar (within
B10 kJ mol�1, estimated by DFT or MP2) for the three outer-
most C–C bonds in n-C10H22 chains.68 These similar reaction
enthalpies, in turn, indicate that reactivity-weighted PA values
are similar among C3–C6 n-alkanes. Thus, Emeas values decrease
systematically (B15 kJ mol�1 per CH2 group; Fig. 3) with
increasing n-alkane chain length because the Estab terms also
decrease systematically, reflecting an increase in the number of

van der Waals contacts with pore walls as transition states
(and reactants) become larger.

Scheme 3 Thermochemical cycle for monomolecular alkane (A) activation reactions (shown for C3H8 cracking) at zeolitic acid sites (H–OZ). Measured activation
energies (Emeas) depend on alkane adsorption enthalpies (DHads) and intrinsic protonation barriers (Eint) corresponding to the elementary steps in Scheme 2. Emeas

values are also given by the sum of acid site deprotonation energies (DPE), gas-phase alkane proton affinities (PA), and stabilization energies upon confinement of
gaseous cations within zeolite voids (Estab).

Fig. 3 Measured activation energies (K), reactant adsorption enthalpies (m) and
intrinsic activation energies (’) for monomolecular cracking of C3–C6 n-alkanes on
H-MFI. Adapted from Gounder et al.;70 data originally reported by Eder et al.45,46,67
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In contrast with measured activation energies, intrinsic acti-
vation barriers for C3–C6 n-alkane cracking on H-MFI depend
only weakly on chain length (194–198 kJ mol�1; Fig. 3),67 as also
reported for larger n-alkanes (C3–C20).25,69 The nearly invariant
reactivity-weighted PA values with chain length imply, in turn,
that the weak dependence of Eint on carbon number must
reflect a similar insensitivity of the (Estab � DHads) term in
eqn (9) to the length of n-alkane chains. Adsorption enthalpies
in H-MFI become systematically more negative with increasing
n-alkane chain size (by B12 kJ mol�1 per CH2 group; Fig. 3)
because of the larger number of van der Waals contacts
between reactants and the confining voids.45,46 Stabilization
enthalpies of gaseous monomolecular transition states upon
confinement (Estab; via Emeas, eqn (8)) also become more
negative as n-alkane size increases (by B15 kJ mol�1 per CH2

group; Fig. 3), because these ion-pairs are similar in size and
composition to the alkane reactant and are stabilized to similar
extents by van der Waals forces.54,63 Emeas values, which depend
only on Estab (eqn (8)), are sensitive to the solvating properties
of voids because enthalpies of confined ion-pairs are referenced
to those of unconfined gaseous alkanes (Scheme 2). Eint values,
which depend on both Estab and DHads terms (eqn (9)), are
much less sensitive to the solvation of transition states because
the relevant reactants are confined alkanes that are solvated to a
similar extent by van der Waals forces (Scheme 2).

The strength of solvation interactions depends on the size
and composition of the confined moieties (e.g., C3–C6 n-alkanes
in H-MFI) and also on the size and shape of the confining voids
(e.g., C3H8 in different H-zeolites). The effects of solvation,
however, are only evident in activation barriers when they
reflect enthalpy differences between transition states and reac-
tants that are solvated to different extents. Intrinsic activation
barriers for monomolecular C3H8 cracking on several zeolites
(BEA, FAU, FER, MFI, MOR, MWW; void diameter B0.4–1.3 nm),
estimated from Emeas values measured in our group56,70 and
other laboratories67,71,72 and from DHads values measured
by calorimetric and chromatographic methods,44,46,48,73 are
remarkably similar (199 � 11 kJ mol�1; Table 1), in spite of
the very different void structures of these materials. The weak
dependence of Eint on void size is even more evident for
monomolecular cracking of n-C6H14 on FAU, MFI and MOR
zeolites (differ by r10 kJ mol�1), for which DHads and Emeas

varied over much larger ranges (36 and 37 kJ mol�1, respec-
tively).74 The similar Eint values for cracking of the same alkane
on different zeolites, given the identical PA and similar
DPE values in eqn (9), reflect similarities among the remaining

(Estab � DHads) term in eqn (9), as expected from the nearly
commensurate solvation of monomolecular transition states
and reactant alkanes upon confinement.

The similar size and composition of dehydrogenation and
cracking transition states for a given alkane ((CnH2n+3)+) should
also lead to their similar solvation by any given zeolite void.
n-Alkane dehydrogenation and cracking transition states differ
primarily in the proton location (at C–H or C–C bonds, respec-
tively). Mulliken charge analysis indicates that both ion-pairs
(+0.8–0.9 e) have the positive charge localized at the C-atom that
ultimately connects the alkoxide intermediate to a framework
O-atom,11,63,75,76 suggesting that electrostatic interactions
would also be similar between each of these cationic transition
states and a given conjugate [AlO4]� anion. Thus, Estab,C and
Estab,D terms are similar and cancel in differences between
dehydrogenation and cracking activation energies on the same
zeolite (eqn (8)):

Emeas,D � Emeas,C = (DPED + PAD + Estab,D) � (DPEC + PAC + Estab,C)
(10)

The rigorous cancellation of the zeolite-dependent DPE term
in eqn (10) indicates, in turn, that differences in measured
dehydrogenation and cracking activation energies on the same
zeolite predominantly reflect the affinity of the gaseous alkane
for protonation at its C–H and C–C bonds to form the gaseous
analogs of the two transition states:

Emeas,D � Emeas,C = PAD � PAC (11)

Dehydrogenation and cracking activation energies for C3H8,
n-C4H10, and iso-C4H10 have been reported on FER, MFI, MOR
and FAU (void diameters ranging from B0.4–1.3 nm).56,70,77

Activation energies for alkane dehydrogenation reflect reactivity-
weighted values for dehydrogenation of individual C–H bonds,
because alkene isomers interconvert via facile double-bond and
skeletal isomerization at the temperatures required for alkane
activation (>700 K).56,77 In contrast, activation energies for the
cracking of specific C–C bonds can be determined because they
form smaller and less reactive alkanes (rates decrease B10-fold
per carbon number).78

Differences between dehydrogenation and cracking activa-
tion energies (from total cracking rates) for each alkane on
various zeolites are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of the
difference between their mean C–H and C–C bond proton
affinities, calculated by weighting PA values for each C–H and
C–C bonds (estimated by ab initio theoretical treatments)60–62

Table 1 Measured (Emeas) and intrinsic (Eint) activation energies for monomolecular propane cracking and propane adsorption enthalpies (DHads) on acidic zeolites.
Eint values calculated from Emeas and DHads values reported in the literature and eqn (7)

Zeolite MOR MOR MOR FER MFI USY MFI MFI MOR BEA FAU MFI MWW

Emeas 160a 167a 160a 157a 158a 165d 155e 147f 147f 158f 165f 164h 160h

DHads �41b �41b �41b �49c �45b �31b �45b �45b �41b �39g �31b �45b �49i

Eint 201 208 201 206 203 196 200 192 188 197 196 209 209

a Data from Gounder et al.56 b Data from Eder et al.;46 DHads values for MOR correspond to 12-MR MOR channels; DHads values for FAU correspond
to supercage voids. c Data from Eder et al.44 d Data from Gounder et al.70 e Data from Narbeshuber et al.67 f Data from Xu et al.72 g Estimated from
correlation between DHads values for MOR and BEA reported by Denayer et al.,48 assuming a DHads value of �41.3 kJ mol�1 for C3H8 in MOR.46

h Data from Liu et al.71 i Data from He et al.73
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by the number of such bonds in each reactant.70 For n-C4H10,
the differences between Emeas,D values and the individual
Emeas,C values for terminal and central C–C bond cleavage are
also shown in the inset of Fig. 4; these activation energy
differences are plotted against the differences in PA between
an average C–H bond and either the terminal or central C–C
bond in n-C4H10.70 For each alkane reactant, differences in
dehydrogenation and cracking barriers fall (within experimental
error) on the parity line defined by eqn (11) (Fig. 4), indicating that
they predominantly reflect proton affinity differences between
C–H and C–C bonds in gaseous alkanes. Activation barriers
are higher for dehydrogenation than for cracking of C3H8 by
B40 kJ mol�1 on all zeolites (Fig. 4),56,70,71 in contrast with
earlier studies, which have reported C3H8 dehydrogenation
barriers ranging from 60 kJ mol�1 lower to 10 kJ mol�1 higher
than C3H8 cracking barriers on MFI zeolites.67,72,79 The higher
barriers for C3H8 dehydrogenation than cracking (by B40 kJ mol�1;
Fig. 4) are indeed expected from eqn (11) and from gaseous
(C–H–H)+-like cations that are less stable than (C–C–H)+-like
cations (by B40 kJ mol�1).60,70

The differences between dehydrogenation and cracking
barriers for each alkane reactant are similar on zeolites with
a wide range of void diameters (B0.4–1.3 nm; Fig. 4), reflecting
the similar solvation of dehydrogenation and cracking ion-pairs
within a given void by van der Waals forces (via Estab). We
conclude from these findings (Fig. 4), together with the weak
dependence of cracking Eint values on n-alkane size (Fig. 3) and
void structure (Table 1), that van der Waals forces within a
given void lead to a similar enthalpic stabilization of confined
guests that are similar in size and composition.

3. Consequences of void structure for
catalytic reactivity: preferential solvation of
transition states over kinetically-relevant
reactants

In this section, we discuss how voids of varying size and
structure cause differences in turnover rates when transition
states and reactants are solvated differently upon confinement.
The ability to probe different void environments within a given
framework requires methods that can locate protons, as well as
synthetic protocols that can place them within specific loca-
tions during or after synthesis. In the latter case, this involves
the use of titrants that access sites only at certain locations or
thermochemical treatments that remove protons from certain
locations. We begin with a brief discussion of the catalytic
behavior of MFI zeolites, a material uniquely prominent in the
history of zeolite catalysis, but for which precise and reliable
methods to locate Al atoms or OH groups remain unavailable.
We then focus on the catalytic behavior of MOR zeolites,
a structure containing OH groups located within two distinctly
different void environments, which can be distinguished by
infrared (IR) spectroscopy.

3.1. Alkane activation rates on MFI: inextricable contributions
to reactivity from acid sites present at several locations within a
given zeolite framework

MFI zeolites contain Al atoms sited at 24 unique framework
T-sites (in the monoclinic form) with corresponding OH groups
distributed among void structures defined by straight and
sinusoidal 10-MR channels (B0.51–0.56 nm diameter)80 and
their intersections (B0.63 nm diameter, determined by the
largest inscribed sphere).81 C3H8 cracking and dehydrogena-
tion turnover rates (748 K; per H+) vary by up to a factor of
B10 (Table 2) among MFI samples of different provenance and

Fig. 4 Difference between measured activation energies (Emeas) for mono-
molecular alkane dehydrogenation and cracking on H-MOR (B), H-MFI (J), H-FER
(n), H-USY (&) and CD-HUSY (2) plotted against the difference in gas-phase
C–H and C–C proton affinities (PA) of propane, n-butane, and iso-butane (details
in Section 2.3). Error bars shown for MFI are representative of errors for all
samples. eqn (11) plotted as solid line. Inset: differences between Emeas values for
dehydrogenation of n-butane and those for cracking at its terminal or central C–C
bonds. Adapted from Gounder et al.70

Table 2 Measured rate constants for monomolecular propane cracking (kmeas,C)
and dehydrogenation (kmeas,D) at 748 K and n-hexane cracking alpha test values
(a) at 811 K on H-MFI zeolites of varying Al content

Zeolite
Si/Al
ratio

kmeas,C kmeas,D a

(10�3 mol
(mol H+)�1 s�1 bar�1) (105 (mol Al)�1)

H-MFIa 16.5 6.3 3.9 —
H-MFIa 19 2.0 2.1 —
H-MFIa 25 4.4 3.5 —
H-MFIa 40 1.5 0.8 —
H-MFIb 43 1.1 1.05 —
H-MFI (3DOm-i)b 64 0.57c 0.35c —
H-MFI (pillared)b 71 0.88c 0.50c —
H-MFId 21 — — 2.8
H-MFId 37 — — 3.1
H-MFId 70 — — 2.7
H-MFId 110 — — 2.9
H-MFId 240 — — 1.7

a Data from Gounder et al.56 b Data from Liu et al.71 3DOm-i and pillared
denote mesoporous/microporous structures synthesized by imprinting
onto three-dimensionally ordered mesoporous carbon, and by pillaring
methods, respectively. c Rate constants normalized by the number of
H+ sites in microporous voids, reported in Table 6 of Liu et al.71 d Data
from Fig. 2 in Olson et al.27
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Si/Al ratios (15–70).56,71 These turnover rate differences may
reflect different distributions of Al among the unique T-sites in
MFI, which vary in the geometry of the surrounding space, but
not in acid strength.32 At first glance, these inferences about
site heterogeneity in MFI materials seem inconsistent with
earlier studies,25–27 which reported that n-C6H14 cracking rates
(811 K; per Al) varied less than two-fold (Table 2) among H-MFI
samples prepared via similar protocols but with different Si/Al
ratios (20–240). These data led to the proposal of equivalent
reactivity among all T-sites in MFI,26,27 but they could reflect
instead a similar Al distribution among all T-sites in these
samples conferred by their similar synthesis protocols,82–84 as
also noted by these authors.25

New insights into these seemingly inconsistent inferences
regarding the catalytic heterogeneity of Al sites in MFI would
require precise methods to characterize Al or OH location.
Multiple quantum MAS NMR spectroscopy can resolve distinct
27Al isotropic chemical shifts to within 0.2 ppm, yet these
chemical shifts cannot be assigned unequivocally to specific
T-site locations in MFI because some chemical shifts differ by
values smaller than the uncertainties in theoretical estimates
(e.g., 13 of the 24 T-sites are within a 3.5 ppm range).83,84

Fluorescence spectra of zeolite single crystals (>B1 mm
diameter) using X-ray standing waves can identify Al atoms at
specific framework T-sites,85 providing an option to study the
catalytic consequences of Al location on MFI single crystals.
The detection of distinct framework Al sites appears more
tractable than the detection of individual OH groups in MFI,
because the latter (48 unique O atoms in monoclinic MFI) have
similar IR vibrational frequencies and are contained within
voids of similar size,86 in contrast with MOR zeolites, as we
discuss next.

3.2. Alkane activation rates on MOR zeolites: distinct
contributions from acid sites within two different void
environments

MOR frameworks contain only 4 T-sites and OH groups located
within either large 12-MR channels (B0.70 nm diameter) or
smaller, shallow 8-MR pockets (B0.41 nm diameter, B0.37 nm
depth).87 Large titrants (e.g., pyridine, 2,6-lutidine, n-hexane)
can only access 12-MR MOR channels at ambient temperatures
(B303 K),87 causing OH IR spectra to show a persistent band
centered at B3592 cm�1 for 8-MR OH groups at saturation
coverages of these titrants.87–90

MOR samples with similar Al density but of different pro-
venance exhibit different OH distributions (Table 3),56 which
can be determined by deconvolution of their IR bands into
8-MR (B3592 cm�1) and 12-MR (B3611 cm�1) components.87

These findings indicate that Al siting in MOR depends on
variables that are seldom controlled during synthesis, at least
in part because the challenges in determining Al location and
in recognizing its dramatic catalytic consequences have been
articulated only recently.12,56,77,87,91 Protocols to site Al atoms at
specific locations during MOR synthesis remain unavailable,
but the selective replacement of H+ in 8-MR side pockets with
monovalent alkali cations (e.g., Na+; Table 3) enables post-
synthetic modifications of OH distributions.87,89,92

Alkane interactions with zeolitic active sites predominantly
reflect van der Waals interactions with framework oxygens,
which weaken as void diameters increase, as well as weak
induced-dipole interactions with OH groups, the strength
of which is independent of the confining void structure.44–46

As a result, propane adsorption enthalpies (DHads = �49, �45
and �41 kJ mol�1) and entropies (DSads = �108, �102 and
�85 J mol�1 K�1) become systematically less negative as void
diameter increases (Fig. 2) among H-FER (B0.40–0.46 nm),
H-MFI (B0.51–0.63 nm) and H-MOR (B0.70 nm for 12-MR
channels).44–46 Adsorption equilibrium constants (at 323 K) for
a given n-alkane increase systematically as void size decreases
and adsorption enthalpies become more negative,44–46 in spite
of the concomitant losses in entropy upon tighter confinement.
At low temperatures, alkane adsorption is driven predominantly
by enthalpy instead of entropy factors, because contributions of
entropy to free energy are weighted by temperature in the
defining equation:

DG = DH � TDS (12)

Calorimetric, gravimetric and infrared studies have shown
that C3+ n-alkanes adsorb within larger 12-MR MOR channels
(B0.70 nm diameter) instead of 8-MR MOR pockets (B0.41 nm
diameter) at low temperatures (323 K).46 This preference sug-
gests that adsorption of C3+ n-alkanes is more exothermic, and
van der Waals contacts are more effective, in 12-MR MOR
channels than in 8-MR side pockets, an observation inconsis-
tent with their relative void diameters. Dispersion interactions,
however, also become weaker as spatial constraints prevent
effective van der Waals contacts between confined guests and
pore walls. Indeed, geometric considerations indicate that
8-MR MOR side pockets are too shallow (B0.37 nm in depth)
to fully contain C3+ n-alkanes (>0.65 nm in length), precluding
effective van der Waals contacts between 8-MR framework
oxygens and all CHx moieties in the alkane; these contacts
provide the enthalpic driving force relevant for adsorption at
low temperatures.56

Monomolecular alkane activation occurs at much higher
temperatures (700 K) than adsorption measurements (o350 K),
resulting in stronger contributions from entropy terms to free
energies (eqn (12)).70 Turnover rates (per H+) for cracking
(Fig. 5a) and dehydrogenation (Fig. 5b) of propane, n-butane
and iso-butane increased systematically with increasing frac-
tion of H+ sites within 8-MR MOR pockets; these rates were
below detection limits for dehydrogenation of C3H8 and

Table 3 Elemental composition and OH distribution between 8-MR pockets and
12-MR channels of H-MOR zeolites; adapted from Gounder et al.56

Zeolite Source
Si/Al
ratio

Na/Al
ratio

OH8-MR

(%)
OH12-MR

(%)

H100Na0-MOR-T Tosoh 8.9 0.001 78 22
H100Na0-MOR-S Sud-Chemie 10.1 0.001 60 40
H100Na0-MOR-Z Zeolyst 10.0 0.001 56 44
H83Na17MOR-Z Zeolyst 10.0 0.17 36 64
H73Na27MOR-Z Zeolyst 10.0 0.27 27 73
H59Na41MOR-Z Zeolyst 10.0 0.41 20 80
H45Na55MOR-Z Zeolyst 10.0 0.55 13 87
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n-C4H10 and for cracking of iso-C4H10 on 12-MR H+ sites.56,77

The higher turnover rates (per H+) within 8-MR pockets than
within 12-MR channels (e.g., C3H8 cracking, Table 4) reflect
lower DGmeas values and specifically lower transition state free
energies, because DGmeas values for both 8-MR and 12-MR
locations are referenced to the same gaseous alkane reactant
(Scheme 2). DGmeas values for C3H8 cracking were smaller
within 8-MR side pockets, in spite of larger measured activation
energies (by 13 kJ mol�1; Table 4), because activation entropies
were less negative in 8-MR pockets than in 12-MR channels
(by 26 J mol�1 K�1; Table 4). Thus, C3H8 cracking transition
states do not gain as much enthalpy, but also do not lose
as much entropy, when confined partially within 8-MR side
pockets as when fully contained within 12-MR channels.56

Propane cracking ion-pairs differ in free energy when con-
fined within 8-MR and 12-MR MOR voids (Table 4) predomi-
nantly because of differences in their solvation, in light of
similar electrostatic interactions with conjugate [AlO4]� anions

at both locations, expected from the similar DPE values at 8-MR
and 12-MR sites.30 The solvation of cracking ion-pairs within
8-MR MOR pockets would mimic that of reactant alkanes of
similar size and composition, but propane adsorption is detect-
able only within 12-MR MOR channels in low temperature
(323 K) experiments.46 Thus, we have estimated the DHads

(�28 kJ mol�1) and DSads (�57 J mol�1 K�1) values for partial
confinement of C3H8 within 8-MR pockets from the values
for C3H8 adsorption in 12-MR MOR channels (DHads =
�41 kJ mol�1; DSads = �85 J mol�1 K�1),46 by assuming that
DH and DS differences between C3H8 cracking ion-pairs con-
fined in 8-MR and 12-MR MOR voids (determined from the
Emeas and DSmeas values in Table 4) were similar for the reactant
alkanes. This assumption seems reasonable, to a first approxi-
mation, because the DHads and DSads values estimated for
partial C3H8 confinement within 8-MR pockets resemble those
predicted by the correlation between DHads and DSads values
measured experimentally for full confinement in H-FER,
H-MFI, H-MOR channels (Fig. 2).44–46 The less effective van
der Waals stabilization of C3H8 molecules confined partially
within shallow 8-MR MOR pockets than of those contained
within larger 12-MR channels, evident in the less negative
DHads and DSads values within 8-MR pockets (Fig. 2), is also
consistent with low temperature (323 K) adsorption studies that
confirm the stronger enthalpic stabilization of C3H8 reactants
within 12-MR MOR channels.46

The strong effects of void structure on monomolecular alkane
cracking and dehydrogenation turnover rates (Fig. 5) reflect
catalytic turnovers that occur on sparsely covered surfaces. As a
result, measured turnover rates depend on first-order rate con-
stants (eqn (1)), which reflect the free energies of confined
transition states relative to unconfined alkanes (Scheme 2).
In contrast, alkanol dehydration turnover rates can be measured
on surfaces at both low and high coverages of intermediates and
with concomitant rate constants that ‘‘sense’’ void structures to
different extents, as we show next.

3.3. Alkanol dehydration rates on acidic zeolites: the catalytic
consequences of confining the relevant reactive intermediates

Methanol dehydration to dimethyl ether (DME) occurs on
Brønsted solid acids via quasi-equilibrated methanol adsorp-
tion onto H+ to form monomers (KM), equilibrated adsorp-
tion of a second methanol molecule to form co-adsorbed
dimers (KD), and rearrangement to protonated precursors
(KC; not shown) that eliminate water and DME (kDME) in

Fig. 5 Dependence of rate constants (per total H+; 748 K) for monomolecular
(a) cracking (kmeas,C) and (b) dehydrogenation (kmeas,D) of propane (�20; m),
n-butane (’) and iso-butane (E) on the fraction of 8-MR H+ sites in MOR zeolites.
Adapted from Gounder et al.77

Table 4 Measured first-order rate constants (kmeas,C), activation energies
(Emeas,C), activation entropies (DSmeas,C) and activation free energies (DGmeas,C)
for monomolecular propane cracking on H+ sites located within 8-MR and 12-MR
voids of MOR zeolites (748 K); adapted from Gounder et al.56

Location
in MOR

kmeas,C

(10�3 mol
(mol H+)�1 s�1 bar�1)

Emeas,C
(kJ mol�1)

DSmeas,C
(J mol�1 K�1)

DGmeas,C
(kJ mol�1)

8-MR side
pockets

2.0 � 0.5 164 � 5 �91 � 9 227 � 2

12-MR
channels

0.7 � 0.4 151 � 5 �117 � 14 234 � 3
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kinetically-relevant irreversible steps (Scheme 4).14 This dimer-
mediated dehydration sequence leads to the turnover rate
(per H+) equation:14

r ¼ kDMEKCKDKMPCH3OH
2

KMPCH3OH þ KDKMPCH3OH
2
¼ kDMEKCKDPCH3OH

1þ KDPCH3OH
(13)

in which PCH3OH is the gaseous methanol pressure. This equa-
tion is consistent with the observed dependence of DME
synthesis turnover rates (per H+) on CH3OH pressure on poly-
oxometalate and zeolitic acids:14

r ¼ kmono;MPCH3OH

1þ kmono;M

kdimer;M

� �
PCH3OH

(14)

In eqn (14), kmono,M and kdimer,M represent measured first-
order and zero-order methanol dehydration rate constants,
respectively. Ethanol dehydration to diethyl ether (DEE) pro-
ceeds via a similar sequence of elementary steps within H-FER,
H-MFI and 12-MR H-MOR voids that are large enough to
contain ethanol dimers.93

This rate equation (eqn (14)) and its mechanistic inter-
pretation (eqn (13)) indicate that dimer-mediated dehydration
prevails over pressures that cause changes in the identity of the
most abundant surface intermediates (MASI). At low CH3OH
pressure, H+ sites are predominantly occupied by neutral
CH3OH monomers (KMPCH3OH c KDKMPCH3OH

2) and turnover
rates are proportional to CH3OH pressure:

r = kmono,MPCH3OH (15)

Higher CH3OH pressures cause CH3OH dimers to become
the MASI (KDKMPCH3OH

2
c KMPCH3OH) and turnover rates to

become independent of CH3OH pressure:

r = kdimer,M (16)

Measured first-order and zero-order rate constants can be
expressed in terms of rate and equilibrium constants for
elementary steps (kDME, KC, KD):

kmono;M ¼ kDMEKCKD

¼ ðkBT=hÞ exp � DGo
‡ � DGo

CH3OHðgÞ � DGo
CH3OH���HþZ�

� �.
RT

� �
(17)

kdimer;M ¼ kDMEKC

¼ ðkBT=hÞ exp � DGo
‡ � DGo

½CH3OH���H���CH3OH�þZ�
� �.

RT
� �

(18)

Turnover rates on surfaces covered by CH3OH monomers
depend on kmono,M (eqn (15)), which reflects the free energy of
the DME formation transition state with respect to one con-
fined and one gaseous CH3OH molecule (eqn (17)). Rates on
surfaces covered by CH3OH dimers depend on kdimer,M

(eqn (16)), which reflects the free energy of the same DME
formation transition state relative to a confined protonated
dimer (eqn (18); Scheme 4). Thus, adsorbate surface coverages
during alkanol dehydration determine the kinetic relevance of
specific reactive intermediates. Equations analogous to those
for dimer-mediated methanol dehydration (eqn (13)–(18)) show

Scheme 4 Reaction scheme for dimer-mediated alkanol dehydration (shown for CH3OH using transition state theory formalism), involving the quasi-equilibrated,
sequential adsorption of two gaseous alkanol molecules onto Brønsted acid sites (H–OZ) to form adsorbed alkanol monomers and dimers, followed by
kinetically-relevant elimination of water to form the ether product. Gibbs free energy versus reaction coordinate diagram shows that first-order (kmono) and
zero-order (kdimer) rate constants reflect free energy differences between the same confined transition state and either one (DGmono) or two (DGdimer) confined
alkanol moieties.
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that effective first-order (kmono,E) and zero-order (kdimer,E) rate
constants for dimer-mediated ethanol dehydration reflect the
free energy of DEE formation transition states relative to one
confined and one gaseous C2H5OH molecule or to two confined
C2H5OH molecules in dimers, respectively.

Values of kmono,M and kdimer,M (433 K) on BEA and on two
FAU zeolites (H-USY, CD-HUSY),94 together with values of
kmono,E and kdimer,E (368 K) for MFI, 10-MR FER channels, and
12-MR MOR channels (derived from KD and kDEE values)93 are
shown in Table 5. Values of kdimer depend weakly on void size
(varied by factors of B1.4 and B2.5 for CH3OH and C2H5OH,
respectively, Table 5), because ether formation ion-pairs and
protonated alkanol dimers (eqn (18), Scheme 4) are similar in
size and composition and are therefore solvated to a similar
extent by van der Waals forces.14 In contrast, kmono values depend
more strongly on void size (varied by factors of B3.4 and B25 for
CH3OH and C2H5OH, respectively, Table 5) because the larger
transition states are preferentially solvated over smaller alkanol
monomers (eqn (17), Scheme 4).14 The stronger sensitivity to void
size of kmono values for C2H5OH than CH3OH (Table 5) appears to
reflect the confinement of DEE formation transition states
(B0.52 nm kinetic diameter for DEE)95 within FER, MOR and
MFI voids nearly commensurate in size (B0.5–0.7 nm diameter),
and the confinement of DME formation transition states
(B0.44 nm kinetic diameter for DME)95 within much larger voids
in BEA and FAU (B0.7–1.3 nm diameter).

Methanol dehydration data gave similar kdimer.M values
(within a factor of B1.1; Table 5) on FAU zeolites treated
in water vapor at high temperatures (973–1273 K) to form
ultrastable-Y zeolites containing extra-framework Al species
(H-USY, o1.3 nm diam.), and on FAU treated chemically with
(NH4)2SiF6 to remove any occluded extra-framework Al species
(CD-HUSY, B1.3 nm diam.).28,96–99 These similar kdimer,M values
suggest that they contain protons of similar acid strength, instead
of the ‘superacidic’ Brønsted sites claimed to form via electron
donation to Lewis acidic extraframework Al species;28,29,100,101

these ‘superacid’ sites were invoked to interpret differences
among turnover rates when such rates were normalized by
XRD- and NMR-derived measurements of framework Al atoms,
instead of by the number of protons that act as the catalytic site.94

Ar adsorption isotherms and 129Xe NMR chemical shifts suggest
that dispersion forces are stronger within supercage voids of
H-USY than of CD-HUSY, apparently because the former sample
contains extraframework Al moieties that occlude void space.40,102

These observations suggest that methanol dehydration transi-
tion states are also more effectively solvated within smaller
effective supercage voids in H-USY than in the larger voids of
CD-HUSY, consistent with kmono,M values that are indeed higher
for H-USY than CD-HUSY (by a factor of B3.4; Table 5).

The different alkane activation94 and alkanol dehydration94

turnover rates on H-USY and CD-HUSY show that catalytic
diversity prevails even among FAU structures, a framework with
only one accessible void structure (B1.3 nm supercages) and a
single T-site. These findings suggest that the effective void size,
which reflects the framework structure only in part, determines
how effectively guests are solvated by the host upon confine-
ment. Other adsorbates or unreactive residues within void
spaces, such as inorganic cations (K+, Na+ or Ca2+) in LTA
zeolites (0.3, 0.4 or 0.5 nm in diameter, respectively) and
inorganic or organic functional groups covalently grafted onto
pore surfaces, can also modify the size and shape of the
confining voids.103 Thus, synthetic and post-synthetic methods
that manipulate the effective void size provide opportunities to
extend the range of solvating environments present within a
given zeolite structure, a strategy that actually provides the sole
option for structures that contain only a single crystallographic
T-site or void environment.

3.4. Turnover rates for other reactions on MOR zeolites: when
and how reactions sense void structure

We have shown how alkane activation and alkanol dehydration
act as catalytic probes of void structure by informing about
differences in the solvation of transition states relative to the
relevant reactive intermediates, whose identity is dictated by
the MASI prevalent during steady-state catalysis. Here, we
expand this concept using the limiting case of dilute intra-
zeolite concentrations of one or more reactants. In such cases,
measured first-order rate constants depend on the free energy
of the confined kinetically-relevant transition states relative to
unconfined reactants, leading to strong effects of void structure
on reactivity. We focus on MOR zeolites, because the location of
protons is known, but the concepts are general.

The anhydrous carbonylation of DME to methyl acetate on
zeolites occurs at lower temperatures (400–500 K) than alkane
cracking or dehydrogenation (>700 K). Carbonylation turn-
over rates (per Al) are proportional to CO pressure and inde-
pendent of DME pressure,104,105 a kinetic behavior that
reflects saturation coverages of DME-derived CH3 groups

Table 5 Methanol dehydration (433 K) first-order (kmono,M) and zero-order (kdimer,M) rate constants on acidic zeolites. Ethanol dehydration (368 K) first-order (kmono,E)
and zero-order (kdimer,E) rate constants on acidic zeolites

Zeolite

kdimer,M

(10�3 (mol DME)
(mol H+)�1 s�1)

kmono,M

(10�3 (mol DME) (mol H+)�1 s�1

(kPa CH3OH)�1)

kdimer,E

(10�5 (mol DEE)
(mol H+)�1 s�1)

kmono,E

(10�5 (mol DEE) (mol H+)�1 s�1

(kPa C2H5OH)�1)

H-USYa 4.1 0.94 — —
H-BEAa 2.9 0.96 — —
CD-HUSYa 3.8 0.28 — —
H-MFIb — — 1.7 0.0316
H-MORb — — 3.3 0.0103
H-FERb — — 1.3 0.0014

a Determined from data reported by Gounder et al.94 b Determined from data reported by Chiang et al.93
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and their kinetically-relevant reaction with CO molecules con-
fined within void spaces.104,105 Carbonylation rates (per H+) are
given by:105

rcarb = kmeas,carbPCO (19)

where kmeas,carb is the measured carbonylation rate constant.
This rate constant reflects the free energy of (CO–CH3)+ ion
pairs at transition states confined within zeolitic voids (DGo

‡)
relative to those of a bound CH3 group DGo

CH3
þZ�

� �
and a gaseous

CO molecule (DGo
CO(g)) outside zeolite crystals (Scheme 5):

kmeas;carb ¼ ðkBT=hÞ exp � DGo
‡ � DGo

COðgÞ � DGo
CH3

þZ�

� �.
RT

� �
(20)

Thus, carbonylation rates should depend on void structure
because confined (CO–CH3)+ transition states and CH3 groups
differ in size and composition and are stabilized to different
extents upon confinement.

DME carbonylation turnover rates in MOR zeolites depend
only on the number of protons within 8-MR side pockets
(Fig. 6).87 This enzyme-like specificity reflects lower activation
barriers for backside attack of CO on CH3 groups at 8-MR
pockets (68 kJ mol�1 (MP2),106 52 kJ mol�1 (DFT-D)107) than at
12-MR channels (93 kJ mol�1 (MP2),106 76 kJ mol�1 (DFT-D)107).
These theoretical treatments used MP2 and DFT-D methods,
which include descriptions of attractive van der Waals inter-
actions. Activation barriers become indistinguishable at 8-MR
and 12-MR locations in MOR (76 and 79 kJ mol�1,106 respec-
tively) when using density functionals that neglect attractive
dispersion forces, which are responsible for the solvation of
confined moieties.

These data and theory show that van der Waals forces
preferentially stabilize larger (CO–CH3)+ transition states over
smaller CH3 intermediates. Turnover rates are higher in 8-MR
pockets, in spite of concomitant entropy losses, because of the
preeminence of the enthalpy terms in Gibbs free energies
(eqn (12)) at low temperatures (400–500 K).70 In contrast,

alkane cracking and dehydrogenation turnover rates are higher
in 8-MR pockets (Fig. 5), which confine only partially the
transition states and lead to entropy gains (and concomitant
losses in enthalpy), because entropy terms become preeminent
at high temperatures (700–800 K).70 Such effects of temperature
on the relative importance of enthalpy and entropy terms in
Gibbs free energy simply reflect the presence of temperature as
a multiplier of entropy in eqn (12).

Acids catalyze alkene hydrogenation via the microscopic
reverse of alkane dehydrogenation, which involves kinetically-
relevant addition of intrazeolitic H2 to bound alkoxides.91

Propene hydrogenation at high temperatures (700–800 K),
low propene pressures (0.01–0.05 kPa), and excess H2

(10–120 kPa) lead to sparsely covered surfaces and to turnover
rates (per H+) proportional to both propene (PC3H6

) and H2 (PH2
)

pressures:91

r = kmeas,hydPC3H6
PH2

(21)

Here, kmeas,hyd reflects the free energy of (C3H9)+ carbonium-
ion-like transition states (also involved in C3H8 dehydrogena-
tion) relative to unconfined H2 and C3H6 molecules (Scheme 6),
which are in quasi-equilibrium with the intrazeolitic H2 and
alkoxide reactive intermediates:91

kmeas;hyd

¼ ðkBT=hÞ exp � DGo
‡ � DGo

C3H6ðgÞ � DGo
H2ðgÞ � DGo

HþZ�

� �.
RT

� �
(22)

Propene hydrogenation rate constants (per total H+)
increased monotonically as the fraction of 8-MR H+ sites in
MOR zeolites increased, as in the case of propane dehydrogena-
tion rate constants (Fig. 7).91 C3H6 hydrogenation transition
states are preferentially stabilized by the entropic benefits of
partial confinement within 8-MR side pockets, because they are
the same as for C3H8 dehydrogenation. As a result, the DGo

‡

Scheme 5 Gibbs free energy versus reaction coordinate diagram for dimethyl
ether carbonylation on a zeolitic acid shows that measured carbonylation
rate constants (kmeas,carb) reflect the free energy of a confined CO–CH3

+ transi-
tion state relative to one bound CH3 group and one gaseous CO molecule
(DGmeas,carb). Fig. 6 Dependence of methyl acetate synthesis rates (per g; 438 K) during

dimethyl ether carbonylation on the number of 8-MR H+ sites (per g) in MOR
zeolites. Adapted from Bhan et al.87
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term exactly cancels in the ratio of C3H8 dehydrogenation
(eqn (6)) to C3H6 hydrogenation (eqn (22)) rate constants:

kmeas;D=kmeas;hyd

¼ exp � DGo
C3H6ðgÞ þ DGo

H2ðgÞ � DGo
C3H8ðgÞ

� �.
RT

� � (23)

The free energy difference between products (C3H6, H2) and
reactants (C3H8), which appears in eqn (23), is just the free
energy of the interconversion of the gaseous reactants (DGo

R).
This allows eqn (21) to be rewritten as:

kmeas,D/kmeas,hyd = exp(�DGo
R/RT) = KR (24)

where KR is the equilibrium constant for the overall reaction.91

The kmeas,D/kmeas,hyd ratios on all zeolites were identical (within
experimental accuracy) to KR, irrespective of H+ location in
MOR zeolites (Fig. 7) or of zeolite topology (MFI, FER, MOR).91

Bound alkoxides can also undergo reactions with alkenes
(dimerization),108 with alkanes (alkylation),108 and monomolecular
b-scission108 or isomerization.109 Turnover rates for C2H4 dimeri-
zation and alkylation with CH4 have been measured on sparsely
covered surfaces at high temperatures (700–800 K), low alkene
pressures (0–0.2 kPa C2H4) and high alkane pressures (0–200 kPa
CH4).108 Dimerization rates are second-order in C2H4 pressure and
alkylation rates are first-order in both C2H4 and CH4 pressure:

rdim ¼ kmeas;dimPC2H4

2 (25)

ralk ¼ kmeas;alkPC2H4
PCH4

(26)

The rate constants for both reactions (kmeas,dim, kmeas,alk)
depend on free energy differences between the respective
confined transition state and unconfined reactants.108 The
values of kmeas,dim and kmeas,alk (per H+) are higher in 8-MR
pockets than in 12-MR channels,108 because 8-MR pockets
confine the respective transition states only partially, leading
to larger entropies and smaller activation free energies at these
temperatures (700–800 K). In fact, alkylation of C2H4 with CH4

occurs via the microscopic reverse of monomolecular C3H8

cracking and at turnover rates limited by an elementary step
that is identical but in the opposite direction, causing cracking-
to-alkylation rate constant ratios to become independent of
zeolite structure (FER, MFI, MOR) or acid site location (8-MR
and 12-MR voids of MOR).108 As for alkene dimerization and
alkylation, first-order rate constants (per H+) for b-scission108

and isomerization109 of alkoxides are also higher within 8-MR
side pockets than 12-MR channels of MOR zeolites, because
they reflect free energy differences between confined transition
states and unconfined reactants.

Catalytic turnovers on zeolitic protons require confinement
of reactants, formation of reactant-derived intermediates,
and stabilization of ion-pair transition states. The rigorous
mechanistic interpretations of alkane, alkene, alkanol and
ether reactions discussed above show that when turnover rates
are proportional to reactant pressures, unconfined reactants
become kinetically-relevant while confined reactive intermedi-
ates become kinetically-irrelevant. Such turnover rates depend
on void structure, which confine and solvate transition states
but not extrazeolite reactants.

4. Consequences of void structure for
catalytic selectivity: preferential solvation of
a specific transition state structure

In Section 3, we have showed how turnover rates become
sensitive to void structure when transition states are solvated
to a different extent than the relevant intermediates. By exten-
sion, a confining void selectively catalyzes a given step among
possible alternate paths when it preferentially solvates its
transition state. Here, we examine parallel reactions of alkanes
(cracking, dehydrogenation) and alkenes (methylation, isomer-
ization, dimerization, b-scission, hydride transfer) on solid

Scheme 6 Gibbs free energy versus reaction coordinate diagram for alkene
hydrogenation on a zeolitic acid (shown for C3H6) shows that measured rate
constants (kmeas,hyd) reflect free energy differences between the hydrogenation
transition state and an alkene and H2 in the gas phase (DGmeas,hyd).

Fig. 7 Dependence of measured rate constants (per total H+; 748 K) for
monomolecular propane dehydrogenation (kmeas,D; x10 mol (mol H+)�1 s�1

(bar C3H8)�1; E) and propene hydrogenation (kmeas,hyd; mol (mol H+)�1 s�1

(bar C3H6)�1 (bar H2)�1; m), and of kmeas,D/kmeas,hyd ratios (bar; K), on the
fraction of 8-MR H+ sites in MOR zeolites. The equilibrium constant for the gas-
phase propane dehydrogenation reaction (KR = 0.017 bar; 748 K) is given by the
horizontal dashed line. Adapted from Gounder et al.91
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acids to show how void structure and solvation influences
selectivity.

4.1. Cracking and dehydrogenation selectivities in
monomolecular alkane reactions: entropic discrimination
among transition states of similar size

Alkanes undergo cracking and dehydrogenation via parallel
monomolecular steps. Selectivity, in this context, reflects the
ratio of their respective rate constants, which individually
reflect free energy differences between their respective transi-
tion states and the common gaseous alkane reactant (eqn (6)).
As a result, these rate constant ratios depend only on free
energy differences between the transition states that mediate
these two reactions:

kmeas,C/kmeas,D = exp(�(DGo
‡,C � DGo

‡,D)/RT) (27)

Similarly, differences in measured cracking and dehydro-
genation activation barriers (or entropies) merely reflect the
corresponding enthalpy (or entropy) differences:

Emeas,C � Emeas,D = DHo
‡,C � DHo

‡,D (28)

DSmeas,C � DSmeas,D = DSo
‡,C � DSo

‡,D (29)

Yet, differences between cracking and dehydrogenation
activation barriers for a given alkane do not depend on zeolite
structure (FAU, FER, MFI, MOR; Fig. 4, Section 2.3), indicating
that the two transition states (similar in size and composition)
are enthalpically stabilized to a similar extent (eqn (28)) by
van der Waals forces, irrespective of the confining environment.
This suggests that any effects of void structure on selectivity
would require that entropies for dehydrogenation and cracking
transition states be affected differently by confinement.

Cracking-to-dehydrogenation rate constant ratios decreased
for linear alkanes (C3H8, n-C4H10) and increased for branched
alkanes (iso-C4H10) as protons were preferentially located within
8-MR MOR pockets (Fig. 8).56,77 These selectivity differences
reflect lower free energies (eqn (27)) for n-alkane dehydrogena-
tion and iso-alkane cracking transition states, relative to their
respective cracking and dehydrogenation counterparts, when
confined within 8-MR MOR pockets instead of 12-MR channels.
Activation barriers and transition state enthalpies (via eqn (28))
were higher for n-alkane dehydrogenation (relative to cracking)
and for iso-alkane cracking (relative to dehydrogenation) on all
zeolites (FAU, FER, MFI, MOR; Fig. 4), reflecting the less
exothermic protonation of C–H and C–C bonds in gaseous
n-alkane and iso-alkane reactants, respectively (eqn (11), Fig. 4).
The higher energy transition states for n-alkane dehydrogenation
and iso-alkane cracking also occur later along the reaction
coordinate and involve looser ion-pair structures than their
cracking and dehydrogenation analogs, respectively.110,111

Thus, n-alkane dehydrogenation and iso-alkane cracking,
mediated by later and looser ion-pairs relative to their respec-
tive cracking and dehydrogenation paths, appear to benefit
preferentially from the entropy gains associated with partial
confinement (eqn (29)).77 Transition state entropies become
preeminent in determining activation free energies (eqn (12))
and turnover rates at the high temperatures of alkane activation

catalysis (700–800 K).70 As a result, entropic differences between
transition states (eqn (29)) become the dominant descriptor of
activation free energies (eqn (27)) and of catalytic selectivity.

The relative cracking rates of different C–C bonds in alkane
reactants define a positional cracking selectivity. The ratio of
cracking rates for terminal and central C–C bonds in n-C4H10

increased as protons were preferentially located within 8-MR
pockets in MOR (Fig. 9),56 even though the transition states
required to cleave these two C–C bonds are similar in size.
These data reflect the partial confinement of n-alkanes within
8-MR side pockets, where acid sites preferentially access
terminal over central C–C bonds.56 This behavior is reminiscent
of processes typically associated with ‘pore mouth’ catalysis,112

which have been used to describe reactions of molecules that
partially enter the confined spaces where active sites reside.

Fig. 8 Dependence of monomolecular cracking-to-dehydrogenation rate con-
stant ratios (748 K) for propane (m), n-butane (’) and iso-butane (E) on the
fraction of 8-MR H+ sites in MOR zeolites. Dashed curves represent rate ratios
predicted using rate constants on 8-MR and 12-MR sites reported by Gounder
et al.56,77 Adapted from Gounder et al.70

Fig. 9 Dependence of terminal-to-central C–C bond cracking rate constant
ratios (748 K) for n-butane on the fraction of 8-MR H+ sites in MOR zeolites.
The dashed curve represent rate ratios predicted using rate constants on 8-MR
and 12-MR sites reported by Gounder et al.56
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The different alkane cracking-to-dehydrogenation (Fig. 8) and
terminal-to-central C–C bond cracking (Fig. 9) ratios in 8-MR and
12-MR MOR locations reflect differences in the lateness of or
access to protons for the two transition states. These examples
highlight how confining voids influence selectivity even when
competing reactions are mediated by transition states of similar
size and composition and when voids do not discern precisely
among transition states based on enthalpy. Next, we show how
confining voids are indeed able to influence selectivity via
enthalpic stability when parallel reaction paths are mediated
by transition states that differ in size or shape.

4.2. Selectivities in dimethyl ether homologation and alkene
oligomerization reactions: enthalpic discrimination among
transition states of different size or shape

Dimethyl ether homologation on solid Brønsted acids (400–500 K)
involves the methylation of Cn�1 alkenes by DME-derived adsorbed
C1 species to form Cn homologs, which can desorb to form a
Cn alkene, undergo subsequent methylations, isomerize to a Cn

intermediate with a different backbone, or desorb to form a Cn

alkane upon hydride transfer from a H-donor (Scheme 7).113,114

Methylation of Cn (n o 7) intermediates occurs in positions
that form the most stable carbenium-ion at transition states,
which tend to preserve a four-carbon backbone.113,114 As a
result, homologation paths preferentially form intermediates
that act as precursors to 2,2,3-trimethylbutane (triptane).113

Isotopic studies showed that growing chains can methylate
further to C8+ intermediates, which undergo facile b-scission
(Scheme 7) to form iso-butane, as well as smaller alkenes that
re-enter chain growth cycles.113 Chains also undergo skeletal
isomerization to form intermediates that do not lead to triptane
via subsequent methylation.113 Triptane and iso-butane are the
preferred termination products of DME homologation and
form via methylation events that preserve a four-carbon back-
bone; their selectivity increases with increasing methylation
and hydride transfer rates and with decreasing isomerization
rates.113

DME homologation selectivities to triptane and iso-butane
and triptane-to-non-triptane C7 isomer ratios (473 K)115 are
shown in Fig. 10 as a function of approximate void diameter
on MFI (B0.55 nm), BEA (B0.70 nm) and FAU (B1.3 nm) and
on amorphous SiO2–Al2O3 (B10 nm). Triptane and iso-butane
selectivities increase monotonically with decreasing void size
(SiO2–Al2O3, FAU and BEA; 0.7–10 nm diameter) and are much
higher than on MFI (B0.55 nm diameter) (Fig. 10). These data
suggest that methylation and hydride transfer of Cn intermedi-
ates become favored over isomerization within smaller voids,
until the larger bimolecular transition states required for
hydrogen transfer no longer fit within MFI channels.115 Larger
bimolecular methylation and hydride-transfer transition states
are preferentially stabilized by enthalpy over smaller ones for
monomolecular isomerization upon confinement within a
given void.115 At the low DME homologation temperatures
(o500 K), enthalpic stabilization prevails over concomitant
entropy losses upon confinement, leading to higher triptane
and iso-butane selectivities as voids decrease in size.

5. Outlook and conclusions: the catalytic
diversity of microporous solid acids

The manner by which voids of molecular size enforce reaction
specificity via confinement of transition states in zeolites is
reminiscent of concepts broadly used to rationalize reactivity
and selectivity in catalysis by enzymes6,8 and by imprinted
solids.7 Such forms of transition state selectivity reflect the
selective stabilization, by dispersion forces, of transition states
that represent the ‘‘right fit’’ within certain ‘‘pockets’’ or voids;
they contrast coarser-grained heuristics based on size exclu-
sion, which tend to prevail in typical discourses of zeolite
reactivity. The refinement of these concepts will require rigorous
theoretical methods to assess the thermodynamics of adsorbed
species and transition states,116 with special attention to the
handling of attractive dispersion forces106 that are neglected in

Scheme 7 Monomolecular and bimolecular reaction pathways of surface
alkoxides (*Cn) and alkenes formed as intermediates during dimethyl ether
homologation pathways on solid acids. Adapted from Simonetti et al.113

Fig. 10 Carbon selectivity to iso-butane and tripane (E) and the triptane/non-
triptane isomer ratio in C7 products (’) formed during DME homologation
(473 K) plotted as a function of approximate void diameter in MFI, BEA, FAU and
SiO2–Al2O3 solid acids. Data reported by Simonetti et al.115
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certain density functional-based methods. Such refinements
will undoubtedly sharpen the tools by which we design and
select voids with solvation properties specifically suited for a
given transition state, an essential complement to the methods
by which zeolite voids are chosen to control the access and
egress of reactants and products using notions of shape selec-
tivity and molecular traffic control,112,117–121 and to protect
active sites from contact with toxic impurities.122

5.1. Classical concepts in shape selectivity: the role of pore
and aperture size

A historical emphasis on the size and shape of voids and of
their connecting apertures has led to the emergence of probes,
such as the constraint index,124 and spaciousness index,125

based on reactions of molecules of different size. These
methods can indirectly assess the structural properties of new
microporous solids126 and are useful descriptors of reactivity
when it is controlled by molecular transport or size exclusion.
For instance, the constraint index (CI), defined as the ratio of
n-hexane and 3-methylpentane cracking rates, increases as
smaller channels obstruct the diffusion of the larger isomer.123

CI values are different for frameworks limited by the same
aperture size (10-MR) that contain (EUO, MWW, STF) or do not
contain (MFI, MTT, TON) internal pockets or cages of larger
dimensions.127 CI values also increase in MOR with time-on-
stream as unreactive residues selectively deactivate H+ sites
within 12-MR channels over those in smaller 8-MR pockets.128

Thus, the CI test and other probe reactions designed primarily
to sense differences in limiting aperture size and void connec-
tivity through their effects on molecular transport can also
provide inferences about the diversity conferred by internal
void features (e.g., pockets, cages).

Shape selectivity concepts were demonstrated early in the
history of zeolite acid catalysis129,130 and have since inspired
and sustained many discoveries of novel zeolite frameworks and
driven the engineering of hierarchical porous architectures
and of the size and habit of zeolite crystals. The diversity of
void geometries, topologies and connectivities within hypo-
thetical zeolite frameworks (B106 in number)131–133 and even
within known synthetic zeolites (B102)80 is remarkable.
Curiously, new zeolites deployed in commercial practice have
relied largely on modifications of few (B101) known zeolites,121

at least in part because of the ambiguity in using heuristic size
exclusion principles to discriminate zeolites with similar void
architectures, but also because of the challenges of discovering,
formulating, and developing truly novel structures.121

In the following section, we conclude by discussing how a
given zeolite structure, which often contains many solvating
environments, already provides a great deal of unexploited
diversity, with the potential to expand in very significant
ways the suite of catalytic materials relevant to industrial
practice.

5.2. Transition state selectivity revisited: the roles of
confinement and solvation

Zeolite voids stabilize transition states with the ‘‘right fit’’,
allowing their architectural diversity to enforce a remarkable

range of reactivity and selectivity in spite of acid strength that is
essentially the same among isolated Al atoms in different
frameworks34 or T-site locations in aluminosilicates.30–32 The
catalytic consequences of void size in insulating microporous
aluminosilicates are reminiscent of the effects of cluster size in
semiconducting oxides37 and metal clusters134 of a given com-
position. The resulting non-uniformity of reactivity among
diverse voids within a given framework structure is reminiscent
of that present at metal surfaces,135,136 which reflects differ-
ences in coordination number or vicinal adsorbates137,138 and
leads to ‘‘structure sensitivity’’.134 Whether on acids or metals,
turnover rates sense local structure only when it stabilizes
transition states and the relevant reactive intermediates to
different extents.

Each zeolite framework contains diverse solvating environ-
ments, the geometric features of which can be appreciated
using visualization tools,81,139,140 shape-selective adsorptive or
catalytic probes,126 or theoretical assessments of adsorption
and diffusion of guest molecules.116,141 These methods, even
when rigorously applied, cannot fully assess reactivity without
more precise determination of proton locations, which remain
a challenge even when Al positions are known, because the
fraction of Al sites that retain protons during thermal treatment
and catalysis is seldom accessible to experimentation.

These concepts and conclusions suggest strategies for the
design of reactive volumes for specific catalytic purposes. One
approach seeks to place or retain protons within specific voids,
either by selective Al positioning during synthesis or thermal
treatments,82 or by selective titration of protons at certain
locations after synthesis (e.g., Na+ exchange in MOR zeolites).87,89,92

Structure-directing agents can position Al atoms at specific
T-sites during FER hydrothermal synthesis142 and cause
systematic variations in the number of protons in 8-MR and
10-MR channels143–145 and in DME carbonylation turnover
rates,146 which require protons in 8-MR channels.87 Another
strategy seeks to tune solvation properties via post-synthesis
exchange or deposition of inert guests that partially occlude
void space (e.g., extraframework Al moieties in FAU supercages),94

an approach especially useful for frameworks that contain only a
single T-site or void environment.

The examples discussed herein show how transition state
selectivity is enforced by solvation within confining voids,12,70

and how such effects prevail over minor differences in acid
strength among protons in zeolites, even though the latter are
often invoked imprecisely and non-rigorously to explain reac-
tivity and selectivity differences. We expect that a more rigorous
appreciation of the consequences of solvation effects in cata-
lysis, their intellectual distinction from weaker effects of acid
strength, and the emergence of theoretical treatments that
capture attractive dispersion forces will inspire more systematic
approaches to tune the solvation properties of confining voids
during synthesis and via post-synthesis structural modifica-
tions. New efforts to tailor the distribution of reactive volumes
within a given zeolite structure would complement ongoing
efforts to discover novel framework structures, thereby expanding
further the catalytic diversity potentially available among micro-
porous solids.
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